Direct comparison of areal and profile roughness measurement values is not advisable due to fundamental differences in the measurement techniques. However researchers may wish to compare between laboratories with differing equipment, or against literature values. This paper investigates how well the profile arithmetic mean average roughness, Ra, approximates its areal equivalent Sa.
Introduction
Surface roughness is often reported as a parameter of a profile, along 2-dimensional line [1] . Recently focus has shifted to using areal parameters, in 3-dimensions. Areal roughness parameters may better describe surfaces, in particular when anisotropic features, such as grooves are present on the surface [2, 3] .
Areal measurements can be made using stylus systems, similarly to profile measurements, and also using optical and atomic force instruments [2, 4, 5] . Measurement of the areal equivalents of the parameters of a profile may not always be possible due to equipment constraints. In addition, there is a need to compare recent areal measurements against literature values measured using profile techniques. Therefore the extent to which profile parameters approximate areal parameters should be assessed on a variety of surfaces. This paper will focus on the R a parameter (equations 1a and 1b) and its areal equivalent, S a (equations 2a and 2b) [6, 7, 8] . Both parameters are the arithmetic mean average absolute deviation from the mean height of the surface, but have some fundamental differences due to the use of profile or areal filters [8] . Alternative measures which better characterise and descriminate surfaces can be used [2, 9] . However, R a is the most widely reported parameter, used by over 60% of respondents in a 2003 to 2004 industrial consultation [10] . Figure 1 shows the R a algorithm visually. 
|Z(x i , y j )| (M, N ) are the number of points in (x, y).
Figure 1: Calculating R a from a surface as described in equation 1b. The mean of the raw surface is calculated (top). The mean is subtracted from all surface points (middle). The absolute value of all mean subtracted surface points is taken (bottom). The mean of these absolute deviations from the mean surface height is the R a (bottom).
On a perfectly flat surface S a = R a = 0. However, patterned surfaces can be readily conceived which have different R a and S a values. For example, the surface defined by equation 6 (see figure 2 ). In this case S a is non-zero, while any profile taken at constant x will have R a = 0. Therefore a single R a value is not a valid estimate of S a .
It is proposed that the mean average of a number of R a values (R a ) will better approximate S a . This paper will investigate to what extent the averageR a from a finite number of profiles approximates S a . In addition, this paper will investigate the role of R a profile direction when estimating S a .
Methods

Simulated Surface Topography
Simulations were caried out using MATLAB (2013a, The Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA, on Linux 64-bit). Surfaces were modelled in the range -10 ≤ (x, y) ≤ 10 on a 100,000 point mesh. The following surfaces were generated: a planar surface, equation 3 figure 2 . Normally distributed random roughness (µ = 0, σ = 1) was added to each surface to create new surfaces for each simulation. S a was calculated for the whole surface and R a was calculated for vertical (x=0), horizontal (y=0), 45
• and -45
• sweeps across the surface. R a values were calculated for every vertical and horizontal in the 100,000 point mesh, and R a values were calculated from the 45
• diagonals and antidiagonals respectively, only diagonals from -158 to 158 were considered, where 1 is the main diagonal or antidiagonal. For each surface from 1 to 20 R a values are chosen at random and an average is taken (R a ), eachR a is calculated with a new randomly generated roughness. This is repeated n = 100 times.
Where the surface has a distinct directional texture, in addition to calculating R a values in the four directions described above, simulations were run where no R a values were calculated parallel to the main features. For example with vertical ridges, simulations were also run without R a values calculated from vertical sweeps.
Earth Surface Topography
Comparisons were also made using publicly available topography data. Ten random samples from the ETOPO1 global relief model of Earth were taken using the bedrock dataset [11] . Each sample was a 10
• by 10
• mesh of 360,000 points. As with the simulated surfaces S a was calculated for the whole surface and R a was calculated for vertical, horizontal, 45
• sweeps across the surface as above. The means of t R a values were calculated for t = 1 to t = 20. This was repeated 100 times for each of the 10 ETOPO1 samples.
If a distinct directional texture could be identified visually calculations were also run without R a values from sweeps parallel to the main features. 
Data Analysis
The absolute value of the percentage difference betweenR a and S a was calculated for each mean and surface. Data are plotted as mean ± 95% confidence intervals of the of absolute percentage difference to show how wellR a can approximate S a . Data are reported as mean ± standard devation.
Results
Simulated Surface Topography
R a and S a values were successfully calculated for the surfaces considered. Results for the simulated surfaces are shown in figure 3 , and values are reported in table 1. For all surfaces mean % difference betweenR a and S a decreases with increasing number of R a averaged. However, for some surfaces a plateau is observed after a finite number of R a values averaged. Plateaus in mean % difference are present in the data for surfaces with distinct directional features, for example the vertical ridges of z = sin(x). Where the mean % difference betweenR a and S a was calculated without R a profiles taken parallel to the main features and there was a drop in % difference for all measurements: for vertical ridges (z = sin(x)) % difference was reduced from 8.18±7.54% to 3.63±2.69% when only taking one R a profile as an S a estimator (when 20 R a profiles were averaged % difference was reduced from 4.72±2.15% to 0.823±0.617%. The reduction in % difference was small for the diagonal ridges, z = sin(x + y) (3.47±2.73% to 3.47±2.63, and 0.909±0.618% to 0.712±0.610%, for 1 and 20 R a profiles averaged respectively).
Earth Surface Topography
Analysis of samples from the ETOPO1 global relief model [11] showed that mean % difference betweenR a and S a decreases with increasing number of R a averaged, see figure 4 and table 2. As for the simulated surfaces, for some ETOPO1 samples a plateau was observed after which increasing the number of R a averaged did not appear to improve mean % difference.
Overall % differences were larger for the Earth surface samples than for the simulated surfaces, with mean differences in the ranges 52.09% to 22.60% and 16.06% to 3.47% respectively when one R a value was used (and 33.22% to 9.90% and 6.60% to 0.81% respectively when 20 R a values are used). Figure 3 : Charts of the extent to whichR a approximates S a on simulated surfaces with random roughness based upon a range of underlying surfaces. A boxplot of results from a flat (z = 0) surface is given to show the distribution of % differences. All other plots show the absolute value of the mean % difference (±95% C.I.) betweenR a and S a for the given surface plotted against the number of sweeps used to calculated R a . For surfaces with distinct directional texture (for example vertical ridges, z = sin(x)) results are also reported for calculations without R a in parallel to the main features (i.e. no vertical R a profiles are used for z = sin(x)). Between 1 and 20 R a values are used to calculateR a , n = 100 surfaces with random roughness are generated to create each data point.
Where there was a distinct directional texture this could be accounted for in the analysis. Improvement in mean % difference was observed for samples 2, 4, and 5 when R a profiles parallel to the main feature direction were not included (table 2).
Discussion
The results show that for a given surface the average of a finite number of R a values can approximate S a . Results from simulated surfaces show that when accounting for the main feature direction (for example grooves), only taking R a profiles at greater than 45
• from features (not parallel), mean % difference less than 5% is achievable when averaging 3 random R a profiles.
The exception for the simulated surfaces is z = sin(x) − sin(y), with regular peaks and pits, compared with ridges and grooves on other surfaces (figure 2), this may be because very few of the randomly selected Figure 4 : Charts of the extent to whichR a approximates S a on the ETOPO1 global relief model [11] . Charts correspond to the above surface sample.
R a profiles capture the full extent of the height deviation: vertical and horizontal can only capture peaks and saddles, or troughs and saddles, not both peaks and troughs in the same sweep. Altering the range of angles used to capture R a may impro Results from Earth surface samples show that the % differences achievable on simulated surfaces may not be achievable in real world applications: mean % difference between 40.22% and 17.36% are achievable when averaging 3 random R a profiles, and accounting for the main feature direction reduces mean % differences by circa 5% points.
Caveats on the direct comparison of R a and S a are given by Leach, 2010 [8] . In this study bothR a and S a were calculated over the same distance or area; however, if the lengths or areas are different this will influence the reported values, especially on surfaces with multi-scale features [2] . Leach comments that R a should be measured over "a number of consecutive sampling lengths" with users reporting the average value [8] .
Improving the accuracy ofR a as a representation of S a can depend upon knowing the main feature direction, and taking random profiles ≤ ±45
• from perpendicular to this direction. Determining main feature direction is possible by eye or with low magnification on many machine surfaces, however this may not be possible with nanoscale features. If only profilometry is available, and nothing is known about the surface texture examining sweeps at equally spaced angles (from 0
• to 90 • ) can give an understanding of texture direction, where sweeps parallel to the main features will have shallower features with the smallest feature gradients, while sweeps perpendicular to the main features will be deeper and have the greatest gradients. Care must be taken to determine whether features seen on profiles represent pits / peaks, which do not have directionality, and ridges / grooves, which do have directionality. Leach specifies that R a measurements should "take place perpendicular to the lay", where the lay is the main feature direction or texture direction considered in this paper [7, 8] . The plausability of determining feature direction from profiles and R a values is shown in figure 5 , sweep directions parallel to the main feature direction result in lower R a values which may be easily observed, however random surface variation will mask this effect if few sweeps from from 0
• to 90
• are taken. The surface roughness approximations in this paper are limited in scope, a greater range of starting topographies would increase the usefulness of the findings. The results from the simulated surfaces may approximate some real world cases well, for example machined surfaces, where distinct directional texture will be present, and random peak features are less common. In contrast the presence of random peaks and relative absence of distinct directional textures impacted the results from Earth surface samples. Unlike measurements taken using laboratory equipment, the theoretical measurements in this study are not limited in precision or accuracy, or by surface area or feature size. However, the number of data points considered was within the range of modern equipment, around 100,000 points per scan [12] . In addition no filtering was applied to the surfaces and features at all scales were included in the calculations, for example filtering measurements using wavelet decomposition to assess short or long scale areal measurements [2] . The use of areal and profile filters, not investigated in this work, introduces a fundamental difference between R a and S a , choosing suitable cut-off values and aligning the rectangular areal measurement with the main surface features will help minimise differences [8] .
This work has only considered two comparable amplitude parameters: the arithmetic mean height deviation. Example parameters which have areal and profile equivalents are listed in table 3. It should be noted that some areal parameters do not have a profile equivalent. The extent of agreement between additionalR and S parameters shown in table 3 will be investigated in future.
This paper has shown that on surfaces with regular underlying featuresR a approximates S a well as long as underlying feature direction is accounted for. Averaging between 3 and 5 R a values appears to be a reasonable compromise in time taken and accuracy, while very little improvement is observed when averaging >10 R a values. In real world applicationsR a approximates S a poorly, even when underlying feature direction is accounted for, however the results from ETOPO1 samples also show that little improvement is observed when averaging greater than 3 to 5 R a values. This paper does not cover the range of possible surface topographies. Extensions to the work should consider the effects of sample rotation on the R a values, and compare further R,R and S parameter values for a range of surfaces. Caution should be taken extrapolating these outcomes to practical work without further generalisation of the model or more accurate models of surface roughness [13, 14, 15 ]. • and 180
• R a profiles were taken parallel to the main feature direction. A reduction inR a is observed for R a profiles parallel to the main features. An increased gradient and greater number of peaks is observed when profiles are taken perpendicular to the main features (compared to non-perpendicular profiles).R a is consistently close to S a when profiles are taken near the perpendicular (90
• and 270 • ).R a values are the mean of 3 R a values.
Supplementary materials
The script used for the simulated surface part of this work is provided (Surface Creator.m), dependencies Ra.m and Sa.m are provided. Additional scripts which modify this to create charts or rotate surfaces are available from the author on request.
